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1
1.1

Description of the case
The area

The Mikulovsko region is situated in south part of Moravia, in the Brno‐country district, just 50
km southern from Brno. The south part of the region borders with Austria. It spreads across the
area of 272 km². The region was founded in 2000 and comprises 18 municipalities (Bavory, Brod
nad Dyjí, Březí, Dobré Pole, Dolní Dunajovice, Dolní Věstonice, Drnholec, Horní Věstonice,
Jevišovka, Klentnice, Mikulov, Milovice, Novosedly, Nový Přerov, Pavlov, Perná, Sedlec,
Pasohlávky).

Figure 1: Where is Mikulov? (Google maps.)
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Figure 2: Mikulovsko region.

1.2

Definition of the problem

The Czech Republic is taking a new step with dealing with bio‐waste. Since 2010 there is need
for every village to separate their bio‐waste. The Center of Ecological Education Pálava is
running a project promoting bio‐waste separation in the micro region of Mikulovsko due to the
new law in Czech Republic. The main event for the promotion will be The Earth Day celebration
April 22. Definition of the problem is to discover activities to promote bio‐waste to the locals (of
all ages), including schools and entrepreneurs all year round.

1.3

Interests group

Each problem is important more or less for many people, companies and so on. For our project
group of interest consist of:
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Center of ecological education Pálava
Non‐governmental, non‐profit organization, active since 1997 as basic organization of the Czech
union for nature conservation. Centrum runs environmental education programs in classrooms
and fieldtrips, teachers training and school advising. Also public events, excursions to protected
areas, lectures, exhibitions, handcraft courses, and volunteer work building learning trails,
publication work and extracurricular activities in order to raise the public awareness. For this
purpose the center also run Ekoporadna (Eko‐advising service), which is the main organizer of
public events, but also offers specialized literature or Fair‐trade market.
Employee: Aleš Řezáč, PhDd. Eva Řezáčová, Ing. Martina Papoušková, Helena Chocholoušková
STKO
Private company is collecting and managing waste from 17 municipalities. The company was
founded in 1991 by towns and villages in Mikulovsko region. The waste is collected from about
20 000 inhabitants and 600 companies. Main business area is managing waste except
hazardous waste, but also road transport and dealing with hazardous waste. Since 1998
provides also collection of recycled waste New is bio‐waste collecting.
Mikulovsko micro‐region
Concerning all local people according to obligation to separate bio‐waste, also all the schools in
whole region that could be helpful in the ecologic education program. Included are also all local
companies.
Mendel University
The faculty of horticulture with specialists in this area and the international project team
assigned to help with solving of existing bio‐waste related problem.
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2.1

Description of the process
Rules

At the beginning we set some rules for our group to help our group working.
1. Do not forget to SMILE!
2. Discuss and share information and ideas!
3. Try to finish before dinner!
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4. Treat each other equally!
5. Do not take it too seriously!
Everyone have to follow them. The most important rule for us is “do not forget to smile!”. It
means that our project should be done with happy minds and enjoying the time.
For entertainment we start everyday with learning a word or phrase in 6 languages: Dutch,
Hungarian, Czech, Slovak, Finnish and Romanian. In this way we can learn from each other and
maybe learn some helpful phrases for communication.

Figure 3. Our table of learning new words.
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2.2

Roles

For us there are two roles which are important in a group working: moderator and memory of
the group.
In the beginning we discussed if everyone wants to try to moderate tasks for one day or for
many days. For the first week we decided that it is better if only one person is moderator. So
for the first week the moderator was Matty. The second week moderator was Jakub on
Monday, Jana on Tuesday and Matleena on Wednesday and Thursday. During the whole IP
course everybody were memory of the group for a day.
Our tutors are Eszter Falusi, Markéta Flekalová, Maria Bihuňová. Their roles were to give us
some advice, feedback and encourage us. Markéta was one who informed us about bio‐waste
problem in Mikulovsko region. Also she called the stakeholder and asked our questions about
Palava and about their project. Because the stakeholder does not speak English Marketa
translated our ideas to her and also our presentation.

2.3

Process phases

To fulfill our task we went through a process consisting of a knowledge acquisition, a definition
phase, a creative phase and a finalizing phase.
After Markéta has described us our study case we went in Mikulov to visit the stakeholder‐
centre of ecological education Pálava. Also we went to the place where they will celebrate the
Earth Day. We came to a conclusion that our duty is to find a good way to help them with
promoting of bio‐waste on Earth Day and also in other special days.
For acquisition more information about bio‐waste and how other countries promote collecting
of bio‐waste we were doing internet research.
After we collected more information and after we were more familiarized with bio‐waste we
continued with defining the problem.
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Figure 4. Our mind map about the problem.
So, we went on with a brainstorming; its aim was to found out more activities which can be
done at the Earth Day for promotion of bio‐waste and not only during the Earth Day.

Figure 5. Brainstorming results.
Our creative phase started with selection of all activities which we wrote down before,
according with some characteristics. The most important of all characteristics are: weather (the
activity can be fulfilled in outdoor/indoor or both), target age group (who can play a activity?)
and the type of activities (competition, participation, a quizz).
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Table 1. Activities for the Earth Day and other special days
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v
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After the division of the activities we divided our group into smaller groups: technical one and
creative one. Jana, Matty and Agnes are creative group and Matleena, Radu, Anca and Jakub
are technical group. Creative group's task is to draw and paint some activities we have selected
for the Earth Day. Also they make the poster. Technical group's task is to write the report.

3
3.1

Innovation plan
EU legislation

The Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC obliges Member States to reduce the amount of
biodegradable waste that they landfill to 35% of 1995 levels by 2016, which will significantly
reduce the problem. The Commission's priority is to ensure that Member States comply with
this legal requirement fully and on time.
The Member States have a number of choices that they can take in terms of alternative
treatment for this biodegradable waste, taking into account local conditions such as climatic
conditions to the composition of the collected bio‐waste. These choices must be taken in a
transparent manner ‐ this is why the Commission proposed in the draft Waste Framework
Directive to require Member States to include these choices in their national waste
management plans.
To support the Member States in this future legal obligation, the Commission will provide
criteria, in the form of a guidance document, to help with identifying the environmentally best
option for the management of biowaste in the various countries and regions. (European
Commission. Environment. Biodegradable waste.)

3.2

Czech legislation

Original Legislation of waste 185/2001 of collection of waste it is called the Waste Act. The Euro
novel 154/2010 was published in May 21. 2010. According to this law under certain condition
waste can be classified as a product. The Waste Act in Czech Republic is not binding but it gives
opportunities for the villages to set up their own generally binding decree for the waste
management including biodegradable waste. Following the example of European directive is
added to the Waste Act so called waste management hierarchy. According to the directive on
the first place is always prevention, then followed by reuse, recycling or other use of waste
(burning associated with energy production) and at the very end is the waste disposal (landfill
or incineration).
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3.3

Ways to deal with bio‐waste

According to EU legislation, each member country has to develop national strategies to ensure
achievement of restrictions on the quantity of biodegradable waste landfilled by following
means:
Recycling


Production of wooden chips



Pallet manufacturing



Production of briquettes

Composting:


Home



Comunal



Municipal



Industrial

Biogas production
Alcoholic fermentation‐ biological process in which are converted into cellular energy and
thereby produce ethanol and carbon dioxide as metabolic waste products. Because yeasts
perform this conversion in the absence of oxygen, ethanol fermentation is classified as
anaerobic.
Re‐esterification‐ chemical reaction in which two reactants, typically an alcohol and an acid,
form an ester as the reaction product.
Anaerobic digestion‐ series of processes in which microorganisms break down biodegradable
material in the absence of oxygen to manage waste and to release energy.
Material and energy use
Combustion‐ sequence of exothermic chemical reactions between a fuel and an oxidant
accompanied by the production of heat and conversion of chemical species.
Gasification‐ process that converts carbonaceous materials into carbon monoxide and
hydrogen by reacting the raw material at high temperatures with a controlled amount of
11

oxygen and steam. The resulting gas mixture is called syngas (from synthesis gas) and is itself a
fuel
Cogeneration (CHP‐combined heat and power)‐ use of a heat engine or a power station to
simultaneously generate both electricity and useful heat.

3.4

International examples

The international examples are gathered from the different EU countries around Europe. In
these examples one can see the differences between countries in dealing the bio‐waste and the
level of the management.

Figure 6. Waste management in Europe.
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Sweden
Sweden has an extensive policy portfolio to promote bio‐waste management. In 2002, it
introduced a ban on the landfilling of combustible wastes and this was extended in 2005 to
preclude organic wastes from landfill. By 2010, 35% of the food waste from households,
restaurants and grocery stores must be recovered through biological treatment (including
home composting). The food waste must be source‐separated and not include other waste.
There is a fairly extensive network of decentralized composting plants and increasing numbers
of anaerobic digestion (AD) facilities. (Waste management world. Beautiful bio‐waste.)
Hammarby Sjöstad is a city district in Stockholm Sweden. It has 11 000 residential units for over
25 000 people. Total of 35 000 people will live and work in the area. The area will be fully built
in 2017. The district has environmental programme of eco‐cycle in which they among other
things reuse organic waste. The organic waste is collected from households with automated
waste disposal system with different refuse chutes. The refuse chutes are linked by
underground pipes to a central collection station to which the waste is carried by vacuum
suction. An advanced control system sends the waste to large containers, one for each fraction.
The refuse collection vehicles can collect the containers without driving into the area. The
combustible waste from the area is converted into district heating and electricity (biofuel).

Figure 7. Automated waste disposal system. (Hammarbysjostad.se. Environmental goals.
Hammarby Sjöstad ‐ with emphasis on water and ecology.)

Finland
In Finland the bio‐waste management has already quite long traditions. Although the overall
progress has been good there is still a need for improvement because the tightened EU
legislation. So nowadays there are all together 19 biodegradation facilities, 7 biogas facilities
and one bioethanol facility for producing low emission fuel.
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Figure 8. Recycled municipal waste in Finland.
Lakeuden Etappi is a waste management company in Central Finland. It is responsible of the
waste management in 11 territories. The domain resides 137 500 inhabitants. The company has
biofuelfacility which produces soil improvement hailstone from biowaste and silt. The region's
bio‐waste and sewage sludge is being exploited by 100 %. The soil improvement hailstone is
currently in stock about 1000 tons of output to the world. The soil improvement hailstone will
be produced in the future to an estimated 8000 tonnes per year. Etappi also has approval to sell
out this soil improvement hailstone. The hailstone is suitable for autumn fertilizing and for
phosphorus required land or plants, beets, cereals, fertilizing the forests and soil amendment in
landscaping. (Lakeuden Etappi. Ajankohtaista.)

The soil improvement hailstone

Figure 9. Soil improvement hailstone. (Lakeuden Etappi. Etusivu.)

Italy
The waste collection in many parts of Italy was done through the use of road containers. Whilst
this worked for dry recyclables, it was not so successful for biowaste due to the lack of
14

household motivation, increase in volumes of commercial biowaste and large levels of
contamination.
Seeing the lack of success of this method, a number of municipalities switched to directly
collecting separated dry recyclables and food waste from households. Using the twin caddy and
bag system and twice weekly collections with non‐compaction, single‐operator vehicles,
recycling rates in these areas soon rose to more than 50%, and much higher in some small
municipalities. The costs of the system have been managed by reductions in the residual
frequency and reduced rates for disposal by composting rather than by landfill or incineration.
Composters also charge a lower gate fee for food waste delivered in compostable liners
compared to polyethylene liners. Garden waste is collected in many municipalities, although
often no container is provided in order to encourage home composting. The material is
composted according to the national quality programme and is sold into horticulture and
agriculture. (Waste management world. Beautiful bio‐waste.)

Balkan countries
The Balkan countries in this example are Greece, Slovenia, Romania and Bulgaria. These
countries are also EU member states so they are bound with the EU legislation. Nevertheless
the disposal of solid waste to landfills is the prevailing method in the Balkan region. Moreover
there is lack of information regarding waste management and poor institutional capacity, in
comparison to central Europe.
Slovenia was proved to have the most advanced infrastructure with 8 composting facilities and
2 anaerobic digestion facilities treating and MSW bio‐waste among others. Slovenia is also the
only country, where separate collection systems for bio‐waste have been installed. In Greece
only two MBT facilities are currently operating for the diversion and treatment of bio‐waste.
Bulgaria relies so far only on home composting. In Romania 5 composting plants are
operational, while two more facilities are under construction. In Romania and Bulgaria there is
high potential for creating and expanding the existing infrastructure for the treatment of bio‐
waste. (S. Dvorsak, Surovina d.d., J. Varga, Surovina d.d., G. Stavrakakis, Technical University of
Crete, K. Moustakas, NTUA, D. Malamis, NTUA, M. Loizidou, NTUA, V. Inglezakis, SC European
Focus Consulting SRL, C. Venetis, Euroconsultants SA, N. Ardeleanu, REPA Bacau, L. Ilieva, Club
“Sustainable Development of Civil Society”, A. Bourka, Epta LTd., G. Iliopoulos, Epta Ltd. Bio‐
waste management in the Balkan countries, the cases of Romania, Slovenia, Greece & Bulgaria)
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3.5

Adaptation to Czech Republic

According to the character of Czech Republic the most suitable form of managing the bio‐waste
could be composting and its reuse. Since there are quite a lot agricultural areas that also
produce huge amount of bio‐waste, this can be composted and used as a fertilizer instead of
chemical fertilizers.
So far there is almost no space for using biogas. This would require lot of support from other
spheres of development.
When it comes to the collecting technology, we can see on the example from Italy, that the
best way to decide is so called “try‐fail” method.
In Czech Republic, there are also many new housing estates to be build or already in process of
building. Example for those could be Swedish Hammarby Sjöstad, so the residents could already
have their own community compost that could be used in green areas that usually are
inseparable part of these estates.

3.6

Ways of promoting and informing

There are several ways to promote bio‐waste and separation of the waste. For example making
a funny campaign about waste separating you can make people aware of the importance of
separating bio waste.
In the campaign can leaflets be spread to all households, one just for mentioning and after a
few weeks, when the bins are there already, a leaflet with more information.
Also by billboards a mascot for bio waste can be introduced and after a few weeks there can be
billboard with more specific slogans from the mascot.
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Figure 10. Mascotte example from the Netherlands for separating plastic.

You have to use a wide scale of promotional materials. For example a website, billboards,
television commercials, internet advertisements, banners, leaflets and newspapers. But you can
also use moving object like a banner on a truck. You can also make a internet game for children
where they can separate different kinds of waste. In addition modern internet forums like
Facebook are useful because everybody can join in. Also making a promotional movie can be
helpful especially dealing with children. While using all kinds of promotional materials every age
group will see what is the meaning of the new, light brown bins.

3.7

Earth Day activities

Cards – does it fit in or not?
Rules: the kids receive some cards (with different kind of waste pictures) and they must put the
cards in the right container;
Time consuming: 5‐10 minutes;
Number of participants: as many as it’s possible;
What you learn: to put different kind of waste in the right containers (not mixing the waste);
Do they match? (children+grandparents)
Rules: there are two packets of cards (but they have the same color on the back‐side), one
packet with cards with photos of different kinds of waste and the other packet has cards with a
17

description (in words for the product and also has the kind of waste‐paper, glass, metal, plastic,
bio‐waste) of each card from the other packet and the people must find the match‐cards;
Time consuming: it depends; more than 10 minutes;
Number of participants: 2 and more;
What you learn: things about waste;
Memory game
Rules: we can make something like a competition; some cards(about 30 cards with pictures of
all kind of waste – plastic, metal, paper, glass and bio‐waste, and also the ones that have the
right association) can be but upside down and the people must guess witch are the pairs;
Time consuming: it depends of the participants memory ( more than 10 minutes);
Number of participants: 2‐6 per game;
What you learn: new things about bio‐waste; to make the connection between the sortiments
of the waste;(to associate all kind/sortiments of plastics with plastic, all kind of metal with
metals and so on);
Right order puzzle
Rules: there are pictures about bio‐waste in different phases of decomposition which one must
place in the right order from the beginning to the end;
Time consuming: various duration depending on the speed of the player (5 min), performance
will be clocked (optional)
What you learn: focus on playing, entertaining, learning
Black Peter
Rules: group of people (4‐6) play cards which have different symbols and player must collect
the same symbols to one’s hand by asking them from other players
Time consuming: various duration depending on the amount of players (more than 10 minutes)
What you learn: focus on playing, entertaining, learning
Sensitive boxes
Rules: boxes, each whith one waste sortiment and the participants must guess what is inside
(feathers, nuts, batteries etc); smelly boxes also
Time consuming: approx. 15 minutes;
Number of participants: as many as it’s possible;
What you learn: using your sense, entertaining
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Peeling an apple/egg/nut (not for kids)
Rules: player will receive for example some fruit and has to peel it (and throw the peel into the
bio‐waste container); it is a competition: who peel the fruit fastest (apple/banana/egg/nut) The
winner will receive a treat; The pealed product is left to each participant;
Time consuming: approx. 5 minutes;
Number of participants: minimum 2 per round;
Treasure hunt
Rules: Player is given a map of the area, a matrix with strings to hang on their neck and a bucket
with different kind of waste in it. Along the route there are 7 different waste‐bins: paper, bio‐
waste, glass, textile, plastic, aluminum and batteries. They are situated separately in different
places. Idea is to separate the waste in correct bins. In the matrix there are pictures of waste
and empty box that one should color with the right color of the waste bins concerned. The color
pencil is hanging from the bin. Player goes around the route in random order and finishes it at
the bio‐waste stand. At the end there is person checking their matrix and giving them a treat.
The matrix is left to the player and map returned to the organizer.
‐ needs maximum of two persons to control the game, bins are close to other stands so no
more personnel is needed
Time consuming: duration of the game varies depending on the player
Number of participants: as many as it possible;
What you learn: focus on learning, entertaining, receiving a gift to remember
Making slogan or logo
Rules: The idea is to come up with a catchy slogan about bio‐waste or separating bio‐waste
‐ can be modified into different occasions like competition in schools but also in the special day
activities, publishing the slogan will give credit to the inventor
Time consuming: duration varies
‐ people of all age groups can participate
What you learn: focus on entertaining, innovative thinking
Planting seeds in pots
Rules: in the begging we can make a poster (mainly for the kids) to show the rules of planting
(which is the planting‐procedure); after we will give them some seeds, pot and compost and
they must plant the seeds in every pot;
Time consuming: 5‐10 minutes;
Number of participants: as many as it’s possible;
19

What you learn: how to plant and the importance of seeding; importance of compost;
Pumpkin seeds
Rules: giveaway of the seeds to the people so they can plant them in their own garden;
Time consuming: approx. 5 min, explaining and instructions, on the same stand with planting
Number of participants: as many as it possible;
What you learn: to protect and also to “help” the nature, to grow your own pumpkin
Written quiz
Rules: people would receive some questions regarding waste and they must write the correct
answer on a piece of paper; it’s a competition: the first who will answer correct will receive a
price; can be also used as questionnaire
Time consuming: 5‐10 minutes;
Number of participants: 3‐6 per round (competition); as many as it’s possible;
What you learn: information about waste;

Informational stuff
Informational poster
‐ Promotion poster about bio‐waste that provides information
‐ Can be presented in various places for several age groups
‐ Focus: learning
Composting phases demonstration
‐ The idea is to demonstrate how the decomposition proceeds during time
‐ There are few (at least 4) boxes. First box contains one piece of waste (for example apple), the
second one the peels and the seedcase, in third one are partly decomposed peels and seedcase
and the fourth one contains decomposed waste (final product‐ compost).
‐ Activity can be used in several occasions, out‐ and indoors
‐ Focus: learning, information
Compost profile/section
‐More boxes (with one see‐through wall) with land and bio‐waste in different stages
decomposing (after one or two days, after one week and after a few months) to present the
people/the kids the layers that was formed (what is happening with the bio‐waste);
‐Focus: what is happening with the bio‐waste;
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Example of worms in compost
‐Show/present some of the most important decomposing worms in the compost and their
importance for land,
‐Focus: the importance of the decomposing worms;
Real example
‐Show the people real examples of all kind of waste (bio‐waste, plastic, metal, paper, glass);
‐Focus: new things about waste;
Educational course
‐Posters, written courses, power‐point presentations, etc. to present the information about bio‐
waste (presentations for schools, faculties, kindergartens – mainly the posters; and also for the
grow‐ups);
‐Participate could all schools, faculties, kindergartens in the micro‐region;
Focus: nature protection, to protect their own health, all kind of information about all kind of
waste, separating bio‐waste
Free paper sachets
‐Giveaway of special sachets that could be used in the bio‐waste container; so when the
machine comes to empty the container, the container will remain clean,
‐Focus: to “protect” the containers, fact that bio‐waste containers do not have to be smelly
Bio‐waste amount
‐Show to the people amount of bio‐waste they produce in a time (one month, one year, etc.)
and explain the importance of separating bio‐waste from municipal waste
Focus: new things about bio‐waste; “shock therapy”
Separate waste
‐People could start with separating right on the place; in the area will be placed special
containers for each kind of waste
‐Focus: get people familiar with containers that will be used to separate bio‐waste
Invitation for excursion
‐Leaflets for promoting the bio‐waste (the importance of bio‐waste, the importance of separate
all the waste in plastic, metal, glass, paper, bio‐waste) and invite the people to an excursion (to
show them how is bio‐waste composted)
‐Focus: get people interested in the excursion;
21

Excursion
‐Organized excursion to the company which composts the bio‐waste and explains to the people
the composting phases; what happens with the waste and how could it be re‐used
‐Focus: learn about composting process in bigger scale than people usually can see at self‐
composting
Soil powered radio/Dog poo lamp
‐Explain to the people the use of bio‐waste (that bio‐waste can produce energy), also short
demonstration (virtual) and show them this dog poo lamp or soil powered and explain how
does it works;
‐Focus: the use of bio‐waste; future development of technology
Ökomachine
‐Machine that gives questions, and participants must answer to a question that appears in this
machine; for each answer is single button; player must push a button which he/she think that’s
the correct answer; if the answer is correct, player will receive a candy(for the kids) or a small
beer(adults);
‐Focus: new things about waste; possibility for future promoting activities

4

Applicability to group members home country

Ancuța Genoveva Solon (RO): „our study case meant a lot of work in a short time. At the
begining I thought it will be easy. About the applicability of bio‐waste problem on my initial
study case, I think there is no relation between bio‐waste and wooden houses. Only I can
suggest to Doxar Grup stakeholder some ways for promoting their houses, even they are
already a big company on their field. But I think collecting bio‐waste in a separatly way could
be useful in my country, because at this moment in Romania there is no programme for that. In
context of global warming I think all initiatives related on environment and recycling have a
huge effect on our lives. So, let’s save the planet! For me it was interesting to work in an
internetional group. ”

Matty van Veldhuizen (NL): The case during the IP course is about promoting bio waste
seperation. My home case is about promoting a landscape by a informative walking. That
sounds a little bit similar, so I have earned here some ideas for my home case. A few examples
of the sources I have learned from: Communication with the stakeholder to know his/her
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wishes; lectures about creativity; brainstorming about activities; feedback on our groupwork;
seeing many billboards during the excursions to get inspired.
About the applicabilty of the case in the Netherlands.. I dont think we can use it all, because we
already seperate bio waste for at least ten years, but I think the activities and games we made
are also useful to gain awareness for other topics.

Matleena Hallikainen (FIN): My case study in Finland is about protecting an important river that
runs through 4 municipalities. It is important because it is still in very natural condition.
Comparing this case to the one we have in this IP‐course I don't find similarities. Maybe
promotion in my case would be good idea, to let people know better about their valuable river
and of course prevent them littering it more than it already has been littered. Also I would like
to try some innovation tools that we've been introduced here in the lectures. They could be
useful when thinking of new ways to protect the area and ways to collect more money for the
renovation. I've nejoyed this course, it has been rewarding experience to work in international
group and meeting new people.

Jakub Karas (SK): Even though it differs in details, my home case study is practically the same as
problem we have been working on. Slovak legislation has also recently implemented this new
“Waste act”, so there are many municipalities still dealing with question what to do with
collected bio‐waste. Practically everything I have learned here can be useful for my stakeholder
back in Slovak Republic. Since the dump is subsidiary of Technical service company of Púchov,
there is a possibility to manage cooperation with Púchov city and probably also organize similar
kind of promoting actions to get people familiar with the problematic of bio‐waste. Even
though there is no “nature friendly” organization in region, there is still possibility to apply all of
the teaching methods and courses in local schools, but also in Leisure centers. This all could
help increase the awareness of general public in bio‐waste question.

Radu‐Alexandre Timu (RO): It was a new experience for me, it was my first time when I worked
in a group(international); it was a little hard and also to much(the full‐program) at the
beggingbut I’ve learned a lot of new things about bio‐waste, about promoting bio‐waste
management but not with an big applicability to my farm. I think that my suggestion for the
administrator of the farm after I’ve been here and learned all the new things about bio‐waste
are:
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the farm administrator can promote the bio‐waste management and he could collect
the bio‐waste and give money to the people for this; practically he can open an
another company to collect the bio‐waste and compost it for the improvement of his
farm(for the improvement of the soil for all kind of cereals);
he can compost cow‐“poo” and after he can use the compost for the land;
he use insecticides and also herbicides and maybe I can explain him that this is not a
good idea and maybe I can make he him to change the farm in one ecological farm;

Jana Zuntychová (CZ): My home case study presents a future idea of a permaculture family farm
in a very small village. It seems that Czech people are still not so familiar with this permaculture
topic. And it is quite similar to the biowaste promotion in our group study. These two weeks at
IP course gave me the inspiration how to present a “not so common topic” in front of “ not
enough informed audience”. Also meeting the stakeholder 4 times was very useful for me as
fulfilling somebody´s visions, talking about the problem and explaining how important is
meeting the local people…

Agnes Ősz (HU): In frame of my case study I am dealing with the situation of Community
Supported Agriculture in Hungary. It can find near Gödöllő an organization (Open Garden
Foundation) that would like to run a good‐working local food community by linking and bringing
together producers and consumers. Me and two groupmates would like to help the expansion.
In this project I learned more about the groupwork. In this semester we work together with
other 3 people, so we are going to use some methods in our project, for example different hats
– different attitudes and SWOT. And the most important outcome: you always must ask the
stakeholder before make something.
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